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Abstract: The use of mechanic waves for assessing structural integrity is a well-known
non-destructive technique (NDT). The ultrasound applied in the guided wave in particular
requires significant effort in order to understand the complexities of the propagation so as to
develop new methods in damage detection, in this case, knowing the interaction between the wave
propagation and the geometry of the waveguides is mandatory. In the present work, the wave
propagation in rectangular steel rod is presented. In this study, the section dimensions were fixed
as 5 × 15 [mm], a typical element of the flexible riser structural amour commonly used in the
offshore oil industry. The studies here presented were restricted to [0, 100 KHz] frequencies. This
frequency interval is in the range of commercial waveguide equipment commonly applied in ducts
in NDT applications. The computation of the dispersion curves is performed by using three
different methodologies: (i) analytical solutions, (ii) a method that combines analytical approaches
with finite element methods (SAFE), and (iii) experimental method that extracted information from
the rod using laser vibrometers and piezoelectric actuators. Finally, two applications based on the
dispersion curves determined in the rectangular waveguide are presented to illustrate the
possibilities of the curve dispersion knowledge related to the specific geometry in the development
and application linked to NDT. The first application consists on showing the possibilities of the
techniques that use a fiber grating Bragg cell (FGB) to measure the wave displacement and the
second application involves the simulation of pre-fissured prismatic waveguide aimed at searching
to induce three characteristic acoustic events. The model was built combining the finite element
method and a version of the discrete element method.
Keywords: steel rectangular rods; guided wave; dispersion curves; nondestructive techniques
(NDT)

1. Introduction
Techniques based on elastic wave propagation are commonly used in engineering to detect
damage and to control structures such as pressure vessel, piping, among others. The study of wave
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propagation in solids has been a source of inspiration for nondestructive techniques, not only to
develop them but also to monitor the structural assessment (SHM).
The prismatic bar could be considered simplified components of a flexible pipe (riser) used
commonly in the offshore oil industry, more specifically when forming the structural amour layer of
this system (see Figure 1a). The original motivation of the present work consists on developing an
non-destructive technique (NDT) using a wave propagation framework that allows detecting
damage in a critical region of the riser close to the platform connection (see Figure 1b). Details about
the application of the NDT based on guided waves in this kind of structure can be seen [1,2].

Figure 1. (a) The different layers of a typical riser, (b) the region of the riser that could be monitored
using techniques based on guided wave propagation.

The advance of NDT has increasingly allowed the service failures prediction, consequently
reducing the maintenance cost and raising the structure reliability throughout its useful life [3–5].
The NDT can be divided into active and passive methods. In the case of active methods, the
structure is excited with a perturbation that propagates interacting with defects, thus, enabling the
structural integrity assessment. In the passive techniques, a typical an example is the acoustic
emission technique (AE) where the excitation is produced when the damage advances due to an
overload or when being submitted to conditions of utilization. This excitation is called event, and the
analysis of the wave propagation emitted by the source of emission allows us to obtain information
not only about the defect but also the conditions of its growth and, thus, carry out the structure
health monitoring (SHM) [3–5].
In both techniques, the condition of the information extracted from the tests, regarding the
wave propagation properties (inherent of the structure geometry and material) influence the data
extracted. In this context, the present work was developed with the main objective of presenting in
detail the propagation of elastic waves in rectangular isotropic steel rod of 15 × 5 [mm] where the
attenuation due to the material viscosity is neglected [6]. The approach aimed at studying the wave
propagation in this geometry lets us advance in our main goal to develop the NDE system to identify
the type of damage in the problem described above and illustrated in Figure 1b. In the present study,
the frequency range of interest is [0, 100 kHz], this frequency interval is within the range of
wave-guided commercial equipment commonly applied in ducts in NDT applications. The
attenuation due to the energy dissipation is proportional to the square of the frequency of the
excitation. This fact influences the definition of the frequency range of work.
Within the elastic wave propagation fields, there are the guided waves (GW), present in slender
structures, where one or two geometric dimensions are smaller than the others (waveguide).
Examples of this type of structure are ducts, train rails, and plates. GW-based experiments have
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changed the nondestructive techniques drastically because they allow the evaluation of large areas
from point transducers [6]. Knowing the propagation modes in the waveguides is fundamental to
the success of the NDT based on GW.
The dispersion curves of the cited structure allow us to build by using the analytical and
semi-analytical methods. The rod dispersion curves are also computed using experimental results.
The comparison between the different methodologies used not only let verified the limitation and
vantages of the method used but also understand how the waves travel in this kind of elements.
Two examples were present to illustrate the curve dispersion applications: (i) The wave
displacement detection using the fiber grating Bragg (FGB) technique was applied to show this not
conventional technique in the present context and (ii) the simulation of a rectangular waveguide
with a pre-fissure is loaded to induce characteristic acoustic emission events shows how the
dispersion curves knowledge could to improve to understand the characteristics of the signal
emitted from the source and also the potential possibilities to use a non-conventional model that
combines the finite element method and a version of the discrete element method in this context.
2. Propagation on Stems with Rectangular Section
In solid media, there are two basic ways of propagating energy: one associated with the
compression and the medium rarefaction and other related to the shear movements between the
perpendicular planes to the propagated direction [5]. From these two types of propagation two
kinds of waves emerge in infinite solid media: the P (dilatational) and S (equivoluminial) waves. The
P and S waves have a velocity propagation
and
, respectively, where
λ′ and μ are the Lamé constants [Pa] and is the density of the medium [
. When the P and S
waves find the solid interface, part of the incident wave refracted out and the other part of it is
reflected into the body.
The relationship between the amplitudes of refracted and reflected waves depends on the
elastic properties and the density of the interface media, as well as the refraction and reflection
angles of the reflected waves which are governed by the Snell’s law [7–9]. If the propagation
medium (body) has one or two finite dimensions, it is called a waveguide. The P and S waves that
propagate in waveguides interact with the guide boundaries and generate patterns of energy
propagation known as modes [6,8]. The propagation modes, also called modal waves, depend not
only on the material properties but also on its geometry.
Every structure considered as waveguide has its propagation characteristics, and the
rectangular section has been widely investigated, among other works, it is possible to cite [8,10–13].
Following the theoretical basis model of wave propagation in rectangular rods is presented.
2.1. Analytical Models of Wave Propagation in Waveguides
Lamb [14], in 1917, developed a solution for wave propagation in plates whose response relates
to angular frequency (ω) with the wavelength (λ). This solution is known as the transcendental
equations of Rayleigh–Lamb [6,8]. In addition to the analytical solution, the graphical representation
of these equations is known as the plate dispersion curves. In the dispersion curves, each curve
represents a propagation mode [15], which can be written in terms either of frequency (ω = 2π/T, f =
1/T) vs. the wavenumber (k = 2π/λ k = 1/λ), or phase velocity (c) vs. frequency, remembering that c =
ω/k. Moreover, it is possible to represent the dispersion curves in terms of group velocity vs.
frequency since the group velocity is defined as:
[6]. This way to present the solution of
the waveguide propagation (curves that represent the propagation modes and their frequency and
wavenumber relations) is usual in acoustics, acting as a map of the waveguide propagation. There
are a lot of publications on the computational methods on which research was based on to build the
dispersion curves; among others, we cited the work presented in [16] where the key works in this
topic are commented.
In the particular case of a rectangular waveguide the dispersion curves obtained using an
analytical approach presents two options: to consider the waveguide as a plate or as a beam, both
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with an “infinite” length. Next, the most relevant computational methods due to their historical
relevance and for their practicality are presented:
Considering the rectangular rod as a plate, Mindlin and Fox [10] developed an adaptation of the
Lamb plate theory applied to rectangular sections. Mode wave families propagating on plates are
called: Sn (symmetrical to the plate), An (antisymmetric) and SHn (horizontal shear, perpendicular
to the propagation direction). In Auld [8], an analogous model is presented, where two fundamental
modes, S0 and A0 are defined by the expressions ω = kcs and ω = kcp. The family modes Sn and An
tend to these fundamental modes when the frequencies decrease. In Figure 2 the modes Sn and An
are presented for the rectangular rod studied and modes A0 and S0 are highlighted.

Figure 2. Modes
and
of a rectangular waveguide, with section 15 × 5 [mm], in the frequency
range [0, 1] MHz. Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k = 2/ [m-1].

If the rectangular rod is considered as a beam, it is possible to generate the dispersion curves
from the balance of forces applied over an infinitesimal portion of the waveguide, and considering
the hypotheses that allow the solution of the differential equation of equilibrium in terms of ω and k
[11,17]. In Figure 3, four modes from three known movements of beams: axial tension, torsion, and
bending in two main directions are shown. In Table 1, the expression that defines these curves are
presented and described.
Table 1. Expressions of the dispersion curves considering the rod as a beam.

Mode

Analytic Dispersion Function

Longitudinal
Torsional
Flexural
The expressions above (Table 1) present the dispersion function of each mode, where is the
density,
the modulus of torsional stiffness, the polar moment of inertia, A the transversal area, I
the moment of inertia with respect to the bending axis (Axis 2 or 3, depicted in Figure 5b) and E the
axial elastic modulus.
Some corrections can be applied to the analytical expressions obtained to represent the
dispersion curves either for the formulations from the plate or beam model. For example: Love
correction for longitudinal waves in beams [11]; modification of the dispersion relation for the
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longitudinal waves based on Lamb’s formulation applied in Plates presented by Morse [12];
Timoshenko’s correction in the transverse waves of the beam model [18]. In all cases, the corrections
are made aiming to improve the analytical solutions.

Figure 3. The dispersion curves computed by [11], for a waveguide of rectangular section 15 × 5
[mm]. Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k = 2/ [m-1].

Figure 4. Dispersion curves of the rectangular stem computed from the two plates overlapping as
presented [13], one considering a thickness of 15 [mm] and the other one a thickness of 5 [mm]. The
axis orientation is presented in Figure 5g. Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k =
2/ [m-1].

Notice that the curves S0 presented in Figure 4 coincide with the longitudinal curve presented in
Figure 3, and the A0 mode of the Figure 4 is the asymptote of the flexural 3 curve presented in Figure
3.
Cegla [13] presents an alternative way to compute the rectangular rod dispersion curves using
the Rayleigh-Lamb equations. The curves were obtained by solving the Rayleigh–Lamb equations
by the software Disperse [19], and are presented in Figure 3, using the beam section aforementioned
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in this work. Notice that the plate overlapping technique proposed by Cegla [13] is not able to
compute the torsional wave modes.
2.2. Semi-Analytical Models to Build the Dispersion Curves
The semi-analytical finite element method (SAFE) is a technique that uses finite element
analysis (FEM) for the dispersion curves confection of a given waveguide. They are called
semi-analytic because these models require an analytical condition that by-pass the fact that the
waveguide has at least one “infinite” dimension. The analytical condition allows relating the
frequency with the wave number.
This method allows building the dispersion curves of complex geometry waveguides, such as
train rails [20], stem or plates composed by two or more materials [21], among a series of other
possibilities. The central idea of this technique is to compute the natural vibration frequencies of
models that incorporate, using an analytical restriction, the infinite dimensions of the waveguide. As
mentioned in [22], the first SAFE method appear in 1973 with Lagasse [23], who developed a
procedure for working with waveguides of complex geometry with one face clamped, and with
Aalami [24] that developed a method to compute dispersion curves for orthotropic rectangular
waveguides.
Since these pioneer works, SAFE methods have been constantly evolving and making progress.
A proof of this fact is the great number of works in the scientific community, among others could be
cited: [25], where the study of 3D finite element model combined with periodic boundary conditions
in the infinite direction is implemented to compute the dispersion curves; [26], the study where the
focus is to build the dispersion curves in anisotropic waveguides; [27], the study where the
dispersion curves are applied in the context of nonlinear wave propagation; [28], the study where
the dispersion curves are computed using the COMSOL/FEM package; [29], where the dispersion
curves are implemented considering an harmonic function in the infinite dimension, [30], where the
dispersion curves is used as tool in the area of geophysics; and finally [31,32], where the dispersion
curves are used in order to understand the wave propagation in textile composite with complex
microstructure.
In the present paper, two SAFE methods, Pedroi et al. [28] and Sorohan et al. [25] are used to
make the dispersion curves of a waveguide with rectangular section (15 × 5 [mm]), E = 205 GPa and
= 0.29. Next, the theoretical framework of both methodologies and the results for the rectangular
rod studied are presented.
SAFE, proposed by Pedroi et al. [28]: In this method the displacement field in the infinite direction
(1) according to Figure 5g, occurs through the imposition of the displacement field presented in
Equation (1), on the problem described in Equations (2) and (3).
(1)
where u represents the displacement vector, k the wavenumber, ω the frequency, x the spatial
coordinate, t the time and U the amplitude of the displacement in the transverse direction of the
waveguide. Equation (2) is the Cauchy equation, which governs the static equilibrium in a domain Ω
and Equation (3) represents the stresses
on the contour Γ.
(2)

(3)
where C is the elastic constitutive tensor and
are the components of the normal versors with i, j, k
and l = 1, 2, 3.
Substituting (1) into (2) and (3) yields the system of equations to be solved as a quadratic
eigenvalue problem. It is possible to implement this method in commercial finite element software
to solve generalized eigenvalue problem presented as follows:
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(4)
The Equation (4) is implemented using the finite element method for its spatial discretization, in
the environment of COMSOL [29]. Where
represents matrix coefficients that allow
to adapt the generalized problem of eigenvalues to the problem associated with Equation (2). In
addition, in Equation (4) λ represents the vector of eigenvalues,
a matrix with the eigenvectors
associated with each eigenvalue and ∇ (.) the differential operator. In the contours of the problem the
condition of Neumann is applied:
(5)
where “n” represents the normal versor at each point on the contour. Solving the problem for
different values of ω, the eigenvalues found correspond to the wavenumbers associated with each
frequency value ω. In this way, it is possible to assemble the dispersion curves with the specific
guide wave geometry. The matrix coefficients used can be found in the appendix C of [33] and the
complete implementation detail in [28]. Figure 5a shows the results obtained, in terms of the
dispersion curves, Figure 5b–f shows the displacement field of each wave modes obtained in the
solution of the differential equation. Finally, in Figure 5g, the waveguide scheme with the reference
axes is indicated.
SAFE proposed by Sorohan et al. [25]: In the present case, a finite element model with three
dimensions was used, presenting a portion of the waveguide length L with periodic boundary
conditions applied under the end faces perpendicular to the propagating direction.
The implementation of periodic boundary condition consist of making at x = 0 displacement of
the model-dependent to the displacement of the face at x = L. Figure 6 shows schematically what the
FEM model represents in the waveguide that is being studied. With the 3D FEM model and
boundary conditions implemented, a modal analysis was carried out, and the natural frequencies
and modes associated were obtained. From the fields of displacements obtained, by visual
inspection, the p-value is reached, i.e., the number of times that the mode configuration is repeated
in the Model length L. The wavelength can be written as follows:
λ

(6)

The pair of frequencies and wave number (f, k) associated with each wave mode were identified
manually scanning the frequency range of interest, FEM models with L of 0.5, 0.25, 0.1 and 0.005 [m]
were used.
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(a)

(b) second
torsional

(c) longitudinal

(g)

(d) flexion Axis 2

(e) torsion

(f) flexion
Axis 3

Figure 5. (a) Dispersion curves computed using the Pedroi et al. method presented in [28].
Displacement field of (b) second torsional, (c) longitudinal, (d) torsional, (e) flexural (around Axis
(2)), (f) flexural wave mode (around Axis (3)). (g) The waveguide scheme with the reference axes
indicated. Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k = 2/ [m-1].

Figure 6. Scheme showing the portion of the waveguide modeled using 3D finite element analysis
(FEM) for the Sorohan et al. [25] in the semi-analytical finite element method (SAFE) implementation.

In Figure 7, the response obtained for the section of interest calculated using the software
ANSYS [34] is presented. Details of the method implemented are found in Sorohan et al. [25].
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second torsional (k = 50; f = 91 KHz)

longitudinal (k = 100, f = 90 KHz)

torsional (k = 100, f = 39 KHz)

flexion Axis 2 (k = 100, f = 38 KHz)

flexion Axis 3 (k = 100, f = 16 KHz)

Figure 7. Results using the Sorohan et al. [25] SAFE method, the dispersion curves and the
displacement field of each mode. Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k = 2/
[m-1].

3. Experimental Analyses
In the present section, experimental analyses of the elastic wave propagation in rectangular
section waveguides are illustrated. The four fundamental modes will be excited; applying a tone
burst force with main frequency bands between 10 to 100 kHz. As a response, the displacements
were measured at equally distanced points arranged along the waveguide propagating direction.
The information of every test was saved in a matrix ([s] × [m]), where the colons indicate the spatial
point where the sensor was fixed and the rows indicate the information stored in each time.
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Applying the double Fourier transform technique [35] in the data collected, the dispersion
curve domain (frequency [1/s] × wave number [1/m]) was written. Consequently, it is possible to
identify the wavelength and frequency of the wave propagating in the waveguide. It is possible to
induce a particular space mode applying excitation forces in different directions, with a tone burst
function as a temporal variation. As a result, the dispersion curves for a frequency-wave number
dominium were obtained. The dispersion curves obtained with this methodology were compared
with the dispersion curves obtained by the SAFE methods already presented in [33]. Preliminary,
experimental and theoretical results also were presented by the authors in [36].
The setup consists of:
-

-

-

-

A bar, made of ABNT 1020 steel [37], with dimensions of 5 × 15 × 1500 [mm] used as waveguide.
Two piezoelectric ceramics (PZT) Ferroperm®, with dimensions 1 × 3 × 13 [mm] and
longitudinal and perpendicular polarizations which were used as an excitation transducer. Its
frequency vs. Impedance response is presented in Figure 8, where it is possible to perceive that
in the interval of frequency used [0, 100 KHz], these transductors present a response without
resonances for the longitudinal and transversal polarization.
A function generator Agilient (Keysight) 33,521, used to create an excitation signal that applies
a potential difference to the piezoelectric ceramics transducer; a voltage amplifier Krohn–Hite
7500 used to amplify the excitation signal emitted for the function generator.
Two vibrometers Polytec® OFV-505, linked with Polytec® OFV-5000 controller, used as sensors
to measure the surface displacement of the specimen.
A National® NI PXIe-1062Q data acquisition system with the LabVIEW® software [38] to scan
the vibrometer measures. Data is processed on PC with an Intel® 3.30 GHz processor and 8 GB
of RAM (random access memory), equipped with MatLab® software [39].

Figure 8. Frequency response of the piezoelectric transducers used during the tests.

The PZT ceramic was glued at the end of the specimen with an epoxy resin, as shown in Figure
8c. The setup is excited with a potential difference V(t) with a tone-burst function, built within
Hanning window [6], with different frequencies in the range between 0, 100 [kHz], (5 cycles, with
100 [V] of decrement peak to peak). The ceramic vibration excites the surface of the specimen, and
this perturbation propagates along the bar as a guided wave. The surface displacement is captured
by the vibrometers. In Figure 9a,b the position of the vibrometers are shown. Notice that the
vibrometer’s arrangement is sensitive to the displacements directions. Figure 9e shows the scheme of
how the components are arranged as well as the path of the electrical signals.
The configuration considered uses two vibrometers. This scheme lets to know if the
displacements are in the same or out of the propagation plane. Therefore, the phase between the
signals of the two sensors must be determined. Equal phases indicate off-plane displacement, and
opposite phases signals (phase difference of 180°) indicate displacement in the plane of the wave
propagation. The laser vibrometer is the ideal sensor to capture the propagation of mechanical
waves because, in addition to high spatial and temporal resolution, it does not interact with the
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wave and does not interfere with its propagation [40]. Through this experimental setup, the
propagation in the specimen was analyzed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 9. Details of the experimental setup: (a) laser vibrometer position to obtain displacements u1
and u2. Using piezoelectric ceramics (PZT) with longitudinal polarization to induce longitudinal and
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flexural around Axis 3 wave modes. (b) Laser vibrometer position to obtain displacements u2 and u3.
Using PZT with transversal polarization to induce the flexural around Axis 2 and torsional wave
modes. The black line indicates the scanning region, and the green arrow shows the polarization of
the PZT transducer. (c) Detail of the PZT transducer glued to the beam tip. (d) The platform where
the vibrometers are fixed (the red arrows indicate the degrees of freedom of the platform). (e)
Diagram of the experimental setup where the main dimensions were indicated.

The upper face of the specimen at one end is the ideal place to apply the surface force using the
PZT transducer with transverse polarization, that is, polarization in Axis 3 as it is depicted in Figure
9c. Hence, it is possible to generate the modes of torsion and bending around Axis 2. Using the same
logic, with the PZT transducer with longitudinal polarization, that is, polarization in Axis 1
generates an axial displacement (longitudinal) and a bending around the Axis 3. Consequently, the
four fundamental modes of propagation in a rectangular waveguide are achieved: longitudinal,
torsional, and both bending modes, as presented in Figure 7.
Considering the degrees of freedom of the platform where the vibrometers are fixed (Figure
9d), it is possible to measure the displacement at the centerline of the waveguide surface which is
called, up to this point, “scan line”, black line indicated in Figure 9a and Figure 9e at 1.2 m from the
PZT. At every interval of time, the displacement in 150 points (the point separation being of 1.0 mm)
over the scan line are acquired during such intervals of time using an adequate frequency of
acquisition. The data stored was organized in an array, where one of the dimensions represents
space [m], and the other time [s]. With the data arranged in a matrix form, it is possible to apply a
double Fourier transform to represent the results in the dispersion curve domain (frequency [1/s] ×
wave number [1/m]).
The acquisition frequency and the distance between the points considered in the scan line must
be adequate to avoid the aliasing effect in the data acquisition. The Nyquist theorem [41] indicates a
frequency of acquisition as at least twice the frequency of the signal, in this case, the excitation
frequency, and considering the space domain. The sample size must contain a complete period plus
a half period before and after it. The distance between points in the scan line must also follow this
premise, that is, the scan line needs to contain enough points to precisely describe two periods of the
shortest wavelength expected in the space domain.
4. Results
4.1. Comparison between Experimental Results and the Results Obtained by SAFE Based on Sorohan et al. [25]
In the following section the comparison between experimental and finite element method
results when a tone burst excitation is applied and the response captured in the scan line is
presented and described in detail. Two tone burst excitations are applied in the sensor position with
a central excitation frequency of 80 KHz in longitudinal and transversal direction. In Figures 10a and
11a, the displacements vs. the time measured over a scan line point are shown in the Figure 10b and
11 b the displacements, over the scan line, at one specific time are presented. In the cited figures, the
same measure in the time and space domain are indicated by using dots in different colors.
Moreover, in Figure 10c and 11c the results captured in 150 points of the scan line during a time
interval were presented after performing a double Fourier transform, superposed with the
dispersion curves of the analyzed waveguide.
Notice that the highest energy of the captured signal is concentrated on the excitation frequency
in correspondence with the regions where the dispersion curves pass. Finally, Figures 10d-f and
11d-f show the displacement fields obtained by the finite element simulation where the time is
integrated using an explicit scheme of integration performed using Ls-Dyna [42] applying the same
excitations. Studies using this methodology applied to the investigation of wave propagation can be
found in [43,44]. This simulation illustrates the test that was performed where the geometry was
discretized with cubic elements of a size of 0.5 [mm].
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10. A tone burst with the main frequency of 80 KHz in longitudinal direction. Experimental
results: (a) displacements measured in a point over the scan line where T is the period of each wave
propagation mode. (b) Displacements over the scan line at a specific time. Numerical results: (c)
amplitude displacement in the frequency vs. wave number dominium (with a black line indicating
the dispersion curves). (d) Bar analyzed with the map of displacement on it, at a specific time. (e)
Transversal section with the spatial distribution of two wave modes. (f) Tridimensional mode views.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 11: A tone burst with the main frequency of 80 KHz in transversal direction. Experimental
results: (a) Displacements measured in a point over the scan line where T is the period of each wave
propagation mode. (b) displacement over the scan line at a specific time. Numerical results: (c)
amplitude displacement in the frequency vs. wave number dominium (with a black line indicating
the dispersion curves). (d) Bar analyzed with the map of displacement on it, in a specific time. (e)
Transversal section with the spatial distribution of two wave modes. (f) Tridimensional mode views.

In the experimental tests and by using the PZT transducers polarized in two directions, it was
possible to obtain the four fundamental modes in the dispersion curves within the range of
frequencies of interest. Tests were performed from 10 to 100 [kHz] with a step of 10 [kHz]. The
frequency and wavenumber parameters of each mode were extracted at every test from visual
inspection of the graphs, similar to Figures 10a-b and 11a-b. The data collected in the tests were
organized in frequency versus wave number, thus, generating the dispersion curves experimentally
presented and described with dots in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Comparison made between experimental results (dots) and theoretical dispersion curves
obtained using SAFE [28] implemented in the COMSOL [29] environment (lines). Moreover, l =
longitudinal mode, f2 = flexion around 2, t = torsion, f3 = flexion around Axis 3. Notice that, in this plot
the wave number is defined as k =(1/

The circle dots in Figure 12 indicate the pairs f and k = 1/λ found in each test performed. Only
one test of each configuration was conducted. However, despite this limitation in the experimental
verification, a good agreement between the experimental and numerical dispersion curves
performed with SAFE [28] method is presented in the same figure. The highest distortions are
founded in the bending modes.
4.2. Comparison among Different Theoretical Methods Used to Build the Dispersion Curves
The comparison presented above between the experimental and the numerical results produced
using the SAFE [28] allowed to verified the consistency of this method to build the dispersion
curves. On the other hand, the numerical results presented by SAFE [28], described and shown in
Figure 5a, and the results using the method proposed by Sorowan [25], described in Figure 7a, are
practically concurrent. The decomposition method in harmonics [28] is easier to implement;
however, the methodology presented in [25] displays the modes in 3D aiding the propagation
modes interpretation.
The comparison between the dispersion curves based on the beam theory proposed in [9] and
its comparison with the SAFE method computed using [22] or [25] are presented in Figure 13. In this
figure, it can be noticed that the results are visually consistent up to around 10,000 Hz.
The difference between the two proposals is justified as follows: when the wavelengths
decrease, the relationship between the cross-section waveguide dimensions and the modal
wavelength under analysis no longer corresponds to the condition for the Euler–Bernoulli
hypothesis. This hypothesis said that the beam cross-section remains flat and perpendicular to the
neutral line after the deformation [11]. Rigorously speaking, this beam theory lost consistency for the
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ratio (λ/2)/h < 10, where h = 5 mm for the flexion mode around Axis 3 and h = 15 mm for the flexion
mode around Axis 2. Only the longitudinal mode maintains coherence with the SAFE curves for
wave number out this limit.

Figure 13. Comparison made between the analytical beam model [11] (color lines) and SAFE [28]
solution (grey lines). (l: longitudinal, t: torsional, f2: flexion around Axis 2, f3: flexion around Axis 3.
Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k = 2/ [m-1].

Another analytical solution for the prismatic waveguide is considering the superposition of the
dispersion curve of two plates with thicknesses as being equal to the dimensions of the rod section.
In doing so, it was possible to represent the axial and flexural mode around the Axis 2. The bending
mode around Axis 3 presented a distortion concerning the reference curve but maintained the same
derivative. As aforementioned, this methodology cannot capture the torsional mode because this
mode is not present in the plate analytical solution. Figure 14 shows the comparison between the
analytical curves obtained with the plate superposition solution and the SAFE solution.

Figure 14. Comparison between SAFE method [28] (grey lines) and the superposition of the plate
solutions [13] (color lines). Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k = 2/ [m-1].
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5. Parametric Study on the Rectangular Rod
The goal of this parametric study is to understand which is the relation between the dispersion
curves and the stiffness that is so characteristic of the shape of the waveguide being studied.
In the present section, the dispersion curves of three prismatic bars with dimensions 1 × 15, 5 ×
15, and 15 × 15 [mm] are analyzed. The influence of the transversal section ratio (base/height) on the
waveguide propagation is performed by comparing the curves shown in Figure 15. One transversal
dimension was fixed to observe the behavior of the flexural mode because of its relation with the
inertial moment of the waveguide transversal section. In Figure 15, it can be seen that:
-

-

The longitudinal propagation mode has a small dependence on the waveguide transversal
geometry. The only geometric parameter that influences the longitudinal propagation mode is
the lateral inertia due to the Poisson effect [11];
Torsional mode decreases its propagation speed (c = f/k) when the section base/height ratio
increases, as well as the curve derivative becoming more dispersive;
The bending wave mode associated with the smaller moment of inertia will have the slower
propagation speed and will be more dispersive;
Cut-off frequencies of the non-fundamental modes decrease when the inertial moment of the
waveguide transversal section decreases;
In all cases, there is a general tendency in the curve dispersion behavior: when the stiffness
associated with the wave mode increases the propagation speed linked with this mode also
increases.

Figure 15. Scattering curves of three different sections height × width. (The blue dots in the graph
indicate no fundamental modes). Notice that in this graph the wave number is defined as k = 2/ [m-1].

6. NDT Applications
As follows two applications help illustrate practical implications of the dispersion curves.
6.1. Application of the Bragg Networks to Detect the Wave Propagation in Prismatic Wave Guided
Techniques of damage detection based on the elastic wave propagation are attractive due to the
low level of intervention over the structure analyzed. In particular, only one point of access to emit
and receive the wave is enough to prospect a region of interest.
Several techniques can be applied to measure NDT; one of them is the use of optical fiber [45].
The fiber can conduct the light even through long distances and one special arrangement, known as
Bragg’s network (FBG—fiber Bragg grating), cause the light to be reflected. If the Bragg network
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suffers a spatial perturbation, the reflected light changes. With a calibration, it is possible to observe
under the Bragg network how a displacement changes in a spatial region [46]. The great advantage
of using optical fiber in NDTs is that fibers are inert and may be in contact with potentially explosive
materials such as petroleum or its derivatives.
Figure 16 shows the experimental setup used to evaluate the response of an optical fiber sensor
when the wave longitudinal mode passes through the bar. The setup consists of a cylindrical
piezo-ceramic, coupled at the end of the rod used in the generation of the longitudinal mode. The
Bragg network is bound at 350 mm away from the excitation. The system that measures the
perturbation over the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) consists of a circulator, an optical filter, and the laser
emitter. Basically, the light excites the laser emitter, and then it passes through the circulator
dividing itself partly into the Bragg network and partly into the optical filter. The Bragg network
was calibrated and reflected more light when it is deformed.
There are two main difficulties in using FGB sensors to capture high-frequency events:
interrogation technology, with adequate acquisition frequency (>10 times the frequency of the
signal), and the signal/noise ratio. There are currently interrogators on the market that can reach 7.1
MHz of acquisition [47].
These devices do not allow acquisition with averages. This practice is very usual in eliminating
signal noise when the noise is a stochastic phenomenon. In the present work, an interrogator that
uses a national acquisition system is used, which allows both a high acquisition rate and the
possibility of using a trigger to link the excitation with the signal collection and repeat the event and
take averages to neutralize the noise.
An application example of an FGB/piezo system can be found in [48], where a mechanical wave
is excited on a composite material plate. However, the frequency of acquisition of the system is
around 2 kHz, to below when it is necessary to work with metallic materials.

Figure 16. Experimental setup used in the assessment made using optical fiber sensors to capture the
propagation of mechanical waves in a rectangular rod.

Figure 17 shows the signal obtained with this arrangement where the time was converted in the
distance, using the propagation velocity (c = f/k), extracted from the dispersion curves, and by the
velocity relation (distance/time). Notice that the distance from the emitting source to the place where
the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) was glued is known. In the case of Figure 17, the displacement
perturbation was emitted artificially by using a piezo ceramic but it could be produced by a
mechanical wave reflecting over a defect such as a crack or loss of thickness by corrosion.
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Figure 17. Collected Signal with the fiber Bragg grating with a tone burst excitation (57 KHz and 7
cycles).

6.2. The Acustic Emission Propagation in Guided Wave
In the present application, three typical acoustic emission (AE) events are simulated using a
lattice discrete element method (LDEM) coupled with the traditional finite element method (FEM).
In the problem analyzed, the dispersion curves are used to improve the identification of AE in this
specific geometry.
The acoustic emission technique: This is a promising method for nondestructive quantitative
evaluation of damage progression. Acoustical emission is a phenomenon that could be caused by a
structural change in the material, provoking the propagation of transient elastic-waves, due to a
release of strain energy. These waves travel towards the surface of the structures detected by surface
transductors that transform the released strain energy into electrical signals [49]. These signals have
frequencies that typically range from kHz to MHz. Commonly in AE testing, parameters such as
arrival time, velocity, hits, count, rise time, amplitude, duration, and frequency are recorded to
characterize the signals. From the temporal and spatial distribution of the signals represented by
using the cited parameters, both damage evolution and localization of AE sources in the specimens
can be determined [50].
The lattice discrete element method (LDEM) is the name given in this paper to the version of the
discrete element method used, originally proposed by Riera [51]. This methodology is based on the
representation of solid material using a cubic arrangement of uniaxial elements that can only carry
axial loads. In this paper, a cubic module is illustrated in Figure 18a and how to compose a structure
is shown in Figure 18b. Moreover, the mass of the solid is lumped at the nodes in the spatial
discretization. In the discrete model, each node have as degrees of freedom three displacements in
the coordinate directions (x,y,z). Considering an elastic isotropic material, the explicit expressions
that link the mechanical properties with the elements properties, are presented in Equation (7).
(7)
In this Equation,
represents the Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s ratio,
the transversal
areas of the elements, where i = n represent the normal, and i = d the diagonal elements, and finally
represents the size of the basic cubic cell. The spatial discretization achieved allowed us to obtain
a well-known matrix motion equation presented in Equation (8).
(8)
where represents a vector of nodal displacements,
represents the mass matrix that in the
present case is diagonal, moreover,
is the damping matrix (also will be assumed as diagonal),
and P represent the vector of the internal and external forces respectively, acting on the nodal
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masses. The dots in the Equation (8) represent the time differentiation, that is
. If
and are diagonal, the Equation (8) is uncoupled and the explicit central finite difference scheme is
extremely suitable for making time domain integration. The nodal coordinates being updated every
step, large displacements computation naturally and efficiently. The link between axial force and
axial strain in the elements represent quasi-fragile material behavior based on the bilinear law
originally proposed by Hillerborg [52]. This law is represented in Figure 18.c, by applying this
constitutive law, the specific fracture energy (Gf), is directly proportional to the area below the
bilinear constitutive law. The random nature of the model could be introduced considering Gf as a
3D random field with a Weibull probability distribution.
The strain linked to the maximum loading capacity in each bar is called critical strain ( ) and it
is represented in the Figure 1c. This value is a random variable that depends on Gf. The minimum
value of , is linked to the global strain, will be the global strain where the specimen loses its linear
behavior.
The bar failure occurs only by tensile solicitation. In compression, the bars have a linear elastic
behavior, thus, in compression the failure will be by indirect tension. More details about this version
of the lattice model can be found in [53–56]. In addition to that, applications in the simulation of
acoustic emission could be found in [57–59].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 18. The lattice discrete element method (LDEM); (a) basic cubic module, (b) generation of a
prismatic body, and (c) bilinear constitutive model where the damage is taken into account.

Description of the Model Implemented: The same prismatic waveguide used in the article was
simulated using an LDEM + FEM model implemented in the ABAQUS system environment. Details
of this implementation could be found in [60]. In this model, a specific toughness must be defined
with the value of Gf = 90 KN/m; this value was adopted using as reference [61
p=1×
10−3, the third parameter that must be defined in the LDEM constitutive model was defined taking
into account that in the global results for tensile strain test, the model begins to lose its linear
behavior. A pre-fissure was induced by weakening the bars indicated in red in Figure 19. In the same
figure, the arrows indicate the forces applied in the three cases analyzed to induce the fissure
propagation in each characteristic fracture mode, that is, Mode I, II, and III depicted in Figure 20a.
Moreover, in Figure 19, the positions of 300 nodes are indicated with a red line showing where the
higher displacements are measured. Then, the same procedure presented in Section 3 is applied so as
to present the results of the AE event in the frequency vs. wavenumber domain.
Results: In Figure 20b–d, the displacement in the z-direction for the solicited pre-fissure in
Modes I and II and the displacement in the y-direction for the Mode III are presented in the
frequency vs. wave-number domain.
Notice that, in Mode I and II, the acoustic emission that emanates from the pre-fissure is
polarized, concentrating their energies in the axial wave mode. In the AE event linked to Mode III,
the wave energy in the torsional and flexural wave modes are concentrated. It should be also noticed
that the excited frequency spectrum was more widely distributed in Mode I than in the other two
modes analyzed.

Commento [M6]: Please revise it.ok
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In [62], a similar study was performed with a pre-fissure in the x-y plane. The possibility to
know the polarization of the acoustic event in a characteristic structure could be used to design a
specific sensor aimed to capture displacement in the range of frequency and specific mode wave
expected.

Figure 19. The pre-fissured prismatic metallic waveguide modeled with LDEM + FEM. The
boundary conditions are also depicted.

(a)

(b)
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(d)

Figure 20. Results in the Frequency vs. wave-number domain. (a) in Mode I, (b) in Mode II, (c) in
Mode III. (d) The spatial distribution of the three modes of fissure crack propagation, AE emitted
from the pre-fissure solicited.

In the present application, the potentiality of the simulation scheme to represent an acoustic
emission test in the context of a metallic waveguide is shown. In Figure 21, the results obtained in
other publications using LDEM and other studies conducted by some of the authors are presented
with the aim of illustrating the potential of the methodology proposed related the simulation of the
acoustic emission events.
In Figure 21a, the elastic and dissipated energy balance when an AE event happens is shown.
The fall of the elastic energy and increase of the dissipated energy appear clearly, in the same plot,
the successive increments of the dissipated energy that have an indirect relation with the acoustic
emission event are depicted. In Figure 21b, the kinetic energy and its successive increments in the
interval in which the AE happens is presented. In Figure 21c, the AE signal and the increment of the
dissipated and kinetic energies are presented.
The interaction of these values is not a closed problem in the AE research, and this method is an
aid to interpret these complex interactions, a topic discussed in several works, among others in
[59,63].
On the other hand, the possibility that the elastic waves travel in the waveguide defined by the
dispersion curves let us understand their natural decoupling. The information (the acoustic event)
arrives at the sensor separated in the exciting wave modes components. This effect is also
emphasized in [64,65]. Finally, in Figure 21d, as a typical damage configuration obtained with DEM
where it is possible to perceive the shape and growing of a fissure is presented and described in
detail.
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(b)

(d)

Figure 21. Information about the acoustic generic emission events simulated: when a typical event
happened: (a) dissipated energy increments Ed
(b) Kinetic energy Ek and the evolution of its
Ek during the process simulated. (c) The
typical acoustic emission event, A shows by means of the acceleration captured by a sensor (gray
Ed evolution during the process simulated. (d) Detail of a typical fissure
propagation simulated with the numerical model used (figure edited from [59]).

7. Conclusions
The propagation of mechanical waves in rectangular section waveguides (15 × 5 [mm]) was
studied within the frequency range from 0 to 100 [kHz]. This geometry could be assimilated with an
element of structural armor of a flexible riser commonly used in the off shore oil industry.
Different ways to build the dispersion curves of the studied waveguide were verified. Two
dispersion curves were created analytically. One of them, based on the development made in plates,
presented consistent results, but it was not possible to represent the torsion mode. The other set of
analytical curves, based on the beam theory, showed to be consistent in a small range of wave
numbers in which the wavelength used allows to consider as valid the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory
hypothesis.
Two SAFE methods were used, the decomposition method in harmonics proposed originally by
Pedroi et al. [28] and the method proposed by Sorowan et al. [25]. On one hand, the first method is
easier to implement but does not allow to obtain the wave tridimensional mode configuration
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directly. On the other hand, the second method requires a more significant effort in the assembly of
the dispersion curves, but it presents as a bonus the possibility to present the mode of propagation in
a tridimensional display. Both methods presented identical precision in the definition of the
dispersion curves for the structure analyzed.
Experimental results allowed to capture the spatial and time displacement distribution when a
specific excitation is applied. The tone burst function is applied with a piezoelectric actuator in one
of the rod ends in an axial and transversal rod direction. The responses using a laser transducer
displacement over a scan line were acquired. These data allowed us to determine the spatial and
temporal distribution of the wave displacement mapped in a frequency vs. wavenumber domain.
The experimental test was also simulated with a finite element model using an explicit scheme
of integration in the time domain showing a consistency with the experimental results. By
combining the experimental information acquired, it was also possible to build points over the
dispersion curves.
The comparison between the experimental results and different theoretical solutions show the
consistency of the SAFE approaches implemented and also help to understand the propagation
which is characteristic of the guided waves in rectangular rods provided subsidies to implement
applications related to NDT techniques.
The parametric study shows how the propagation conditions change as a function of the
base/height ratio of the rectangular cross-section waveguide.
Finally, in the present work, two applications linked to the knowledge of the dispersion curves
in this kind of structure were presented. As regards these applications, it is possible to observe that:
the non-conventional measurement of wave displacement performed by using fiber grating Bragg
cell (FGB), was consistent. This method is an excellent option when a low level of intervention on the
structure analyzed is an essential factor since only one point of access used to emit and receive the
wave is enough to prospect the region of interest.
Considering the simulation of AE events, the numerical results obtained with the numerical
approach are also consistent. Notice that the knowledge about the way the wave emitted as AE
signal is polarized in a specific form, in the present case, a waveguide with a rectangular
cross-section is investigated and the possibility to design a specific AE device is pointed out. This
specific device could be used to minimize the noise and maximizes the capture of EA events
information.
It is imperative to highlight that an experimental verification over the obtained results in the AE
simulation is mandatory to calibrate the model studied with the kind of information that could be
captured in the real problem. The interaction among the energies dissipated and released during the
test process and its relation with the acoustic emission event was commented, this interaction is an
open problem and the use of the numerical method proposed could be an effective tool to improve
its understanding.
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